Tertiary structure and function of closed-circular mitochondrial DNA and its transcription in vivo.
The conformation of the closed circular mitochondrial DNA in cultured human cells is changed by the addition of berenil to the culture medium in such a way that the 34-S mitochondrial DNA is converted into a 29-S DNA and finally into a 24-S DNA. The superhelix density of the covalently closed 29-S mitochondrial DNA is sigma O = -1.5 times 10(-2) (turns/10 base pairs) and consequently is intermediate between the superhelix density of the 34-S DNA (sigma0 = -2.8 times 10(-2)) and that of the closed circular 24-S DNA (sigmao appromiately 0). Removal of the drug reverses the transition, covalently closed circular 34-S DNA to covalently closed circular 29-S DNA to covalently closed circular 24-S DNA. The covalently closed circular 24-S mitochondrial DNA is not replicated. Transcription of this DNA is also inhibited as indicated by the fact that no synthesis of the mitochondrial ribosomal RNAs occurs as long as the mitochondrial DNA is in this conformation. The covalently closed circular 29-S mitochondrial DNA is replicated but not transcribed in vivo.